Curriculum Mapping Grade 4 Mrs. Wood
September

October

November

READING
Basal reading
series-Explore the
theme of
journeys in the
Houghton Mifflin
book
.summarize,
making
inferences,
predicting
outcomes,
sentence
structure

Theme- American
Stories
.predict/infer,
Summarize,
evaluate, word
roots/ suffixes

ENGLISH
Exercises in
English grammar
workbook-Loyola
press
.review of
sentence
structure,
subjects and
predicates,
combining
sentences with
compound
subjects and
predicates.

.writing
paragraphs, topic
sentence, main
idea and closing
paragraph,
reviewing
common and
proper nouns,
singular and
possessive nouns
as well.
Theme- Fantasy
Nouns as
.fantasy/realism,
subjects, nouns as
Predict/infer,
direct objects and
compare/contrast, subject
consonant
compliments,
digraphs
incorporating
nouns in sentence

MATH
Progress in
MathematicsSadlier-oxford
.Place value,
comparing and
ordering of
whole numbers,
number lines and
number sense,
working with
money.

SCIENCE
Lab learner science
programCell #1- Introduction to
Microscopes and
magnification..exploring
lenses, refraction,
learning about the
microscope,
understanding and
exploring the
microscope.. this cell
continues through the
month of October.

Addition and
Subtraction
concepts,
expressions and
variables,
estimating sums
and differences.

Addition and
Subtraction with
larger numbers,
adding with
regrouping,
subtracting
across zeroes.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Our Country’s
RegionsMacmillan
McGrawHill..United
States and its
people, review
of map skills and
globes.

The Southwest
region and its
relation to its
history,
geography,
economics ,
government and
technology.

Cell # 2- Chemistry,
Matter and
Interactions..Identifying
matter, combining
matter, changing
matter and matter and
ph levels…This cell

The Southeast
region and its
relation to its
history,
geography,
economics,
government and

RELIGION
Christ Our LifeAlone with this
text we celebrate
the special
season and holy
days- We learn
that
God reveals
himself to us
through his son.
God speaks to us
through scripture
and through the
church.
We are called to
follow Jesus.
God offers us
eternal life and
strengthens us to
be holy.

Jesus invites us to
receive God’s
mercy.
We worship God
with love.
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structure.
December

January

February

March

Theme- Problem
Solving
.summarize,
drawing
conclusions,
consonant
clusters, prefixes

Theme- Poetry
.monitor/clarify,
Understanding
text, phonetic
patterns,
summarize

Personal
pronouns,
singular/
possessive
pronouns,
pronouns in
compound
subjects, continue
with the writing
process…draft,
revise, edit and
publish.
Adjectives,
descriptive and
proper adjectives,
demonstrative
adjectives, writing
with adjectives.

Theme- Heroes
.predict/infer,
Cause and effect,
making
judgements,
vowel dipthongs,
fact and opinions

Verbs, action,
being helping and
linking verbs,
irregular verbs
and verb tenses,
writing with
verbs.

Theme- Tales
.Porquoi Tales

Adverbs, adverbs
of time, place and

continues through the
month of December.
Multiplication by
one, two and
three digit
numbers,
multiplying with
regrouping,
patterns in
multiplication.

Division by one
digit, relating
multiplication
and division,
one, two and
three digit
quotients, order
of operationsfinding the
mean.
Measurement,
renaming units
of length, units
of capacity and
weight, metric
units.

Cell #3- Forms of
Energy…Potential and
Kinetic energy, energy
of sound, electricity and
energy, chemical and
heat energy and energy
in motion…This cell
continues through the
month of February.

Statistics and
probability,

Cell #4- Ecosystems and
Adaptations…Food

technology.
The Northeast
region and its
relation to its
history,
geography,
economics,
government and
technology…

God gives us laws
for living.

Explore and
learn about the
northeast state
we live in..Rhode
Island.

We give our love
to prayer.

We love and
follow God’s
commandments.

We believe in
only one God.
We love all that is
holy.

The Midwest
region and its
relation to its
history,
geography,
economics,
government and
technology.
The west region
and its relation

We keep the
Lord’s day holy.
We celebrate
Sundays and Holy
days.

We love God’s
people.
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.evaluate,
summarize,
writing tales

April

May

June

manner, adverbs
and conjunction
challenges,
incorporating
adverbs in writing
process.

graphing,
surveys-line
plots, events and
outcomes.

Theme- Nature:
Friend and Foe
.Topic-main idea,
supporting details,
following
directions, silent
consonants, word
roots

Punctuation and
capitalization,
abbreviations,
commas, titles,
apostrophes,
writing with
correct
punctuation.

Theme- Non
Fiction
Predict/infer,
monitor and
clarify, fact and
opinion, r
controlled vowels

Incorporating
grammar in varies
writing
pieces..narrative,
persuasive and
text response.

Fraction
concepts,
estimating
fractions,
equivalent
fractions, lowest
term, mixed
numbers,
comparing
fractions.
More fractions,
adding and
subtracting
fractions,
multiples, like
and unlike
denominators,
computing
probability.

Unit wrap upreviewing genres
in literature…

Year review of
grammar learned
and the writing

Geometry,
points, lines, line
segments and

webs, adaptations,
Environmental changes,
environmental
pollutants, interactions
in nature… This cell
continues through the
month of April.

Cell # 5- Light and
Optics..How light
interacts with objects,
reflection, observing
reflection, the visible
spectrum, perception of
visible light.. This cell
continues through the
month of June.

to its history,
geography,
economics,
government and
technology.

We respect and
obey our parents.
We respect the
gift of life

The Northwest
region and its
relation to its
history,
geography,
economics,
government and
technology.

We are faithful to
ourselves and
others.

A review of all
the regions
including the
States and state
capitals…Each
child will end the
school year with
a brochure and
report of a
certain state and
its region…This
continues
through the
month of June.

We speak the
truth with love.

We respect the
earth and all God
has given to us.

We live by God’s
laws.
Jesus leads us to
happiness
through the
Beatitudes.

We believe God’s
sorrowing and
meek people will
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Along with the
Basal reading
series, different
trade books are
supplemented
throughout the
year.

process.

rays, parallel,
perpendicular
and rays. End of
year review.

be comforted.
The pure of heart
see God, and
always seek
holiness.

